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The worst way to cope with this
situation would be to allow industrialized
countries and developing countries to
slide into confrontation. Unfortunately,
the causes of potential confrontation are
at the heart of the need for structural
adjustments in the future. Low-cost tex-
tiles, footwear, electronics goods and other
products from Third World countries try-
ing to industrialize are displacing the
products of less-competitive manufactur-
ers in developed countries.

While the Third World needs the in-
vestment and technology of the industrial-
ized world to achieve more acceptable
living standards, industrialized countries
need the dynamic effect on their own
economies of all the unfulfilled demand,
untapped skills and unexploited resources
of the Third World. Interdependence has
never had more real meaning, or consti-
tuted a more important challenge.
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is tu^
materiAccording to a recent survey of élite
set) opinion, four-fifths of the makers of Cana-

:t is a1d;an foreign policy agree that world peace
ateps depénds upon narrowing the gap between
trializthe^rich and poor countries. A third per-
)ed a-céive that the likeliest source of global
a sti,'n4tability in the coming decade will be

fthe^North-South tensions, while less than9- 1
a twentieth now perceive that the primary
threat is the continuing East-West rivalry.
i0v6r half believe that Canada's develop-

towar,^ent assistance should be doubled. Res-31 ongi
videno't'Onses such as these to the survey

siisfi`u;stions might well convince you that

ertainÎ°cial Ottawa is seriously concerned
)untrit ah"ut the Third World. You would be
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; A similarly erroneous conclusion
cmancy might be drawn from the speeches of our
difficu;lE,3{,lers, most notably those of Pierre Tru-rializtfae^iu.

For example, in a moving but little
)n' tl not^ed speech to the Canadian Jewish
it thf, Congress in 1974, Trudeau said that if
qate cC,â
tors nada's presence in the world" was to

be judged by a "single criterion," he hoped
that it would be its "humanism, its pur-
suit of social justice ... Canadian foreign
policy would be meaningless if it were not
caring" and "our compassion must have
no geographic focus". In his celebrated
Mansion House speech a year later, he
went even further in demanding "an
acceptable distribution of the world's
wealth". Such statements have been noted
in Third World capitals, where no West-
ern leader enjoys a better reputation than
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